Right People. Delivering Results.
Experienced scientists delivering forensic effectiveness,
unquestionable integrity, focused customer service
and value for money.

Key Forensic Services
Key Forensic Services Ltd. (KFS) is one of the leading forensic service providers in the
UK. We offer a wide range of forensic services to our customers, ensuring compliance
with the very highest quality standards at all times.
Our goals are achieved by fully understanding our
customers’ requirements and the need to provide
forensic effectiveness, unquestionable integrity and
value for money.
We have made a significant investment in our own
well-equipped, secure, state-of-the-art forensic
laboratories. These facilities are amongst the best in
the country and include a purpose-built firing range
(with test-firing tanks) and a self-contained wet
room to enable crime scene reconstruction, including
Blood Pattern Analysis. One of our sites is dedicated
entirely to the examination of questioned documents
and another of our sites is home to our CCTV/Image
Enhancement and Analysis experts.
We have two DNA profiling laboratories on different
sites, offering a full suite of routine and specialist
DNA services including Peace of Mind and Legal
relationship testing.

Our laboratory sites have well-equipped search and
recovery facilities allowing the detailed examinations
of exhibits, using high power microscopy and other
techniques to maximise the opportunity to recover
evidential material. This is supported by a wide range
of analytical techniques used to aid the detection
and identification of accelerants, drugs, paint, fibres,
glass, for example.
The interpretation and reporting of findings is carried
out to the highest possible standards with peer review
forming an important part of the process.
Our sites are strategically located across the UK
and are all on prestigious science parks, within easy
access of the motorway networks.

Our Experts

Our Forensic Services

All of our forensic experts are security-cleared employees and
many of them have over 20 years experience as expert witnesses,
working on some of the most high profile and complex cases that
have come before the courts.

• Biology

They are all highly respected and the majority are leading
experts in their particular field. Our forensic experts are skilled
in presenting accurate, meaningful and consistent expert
testimony in court and robustly challenging assertions made
by opposing counsel.

• Body Fluids

Our expert witnesses are experienced in:
• Devising an effective forensic strategy which may
involve reviewing and reinterpreting the prosecution
team’s forensic results.

• Blood Alcohol Analysis
• Blood Pattern Analysis
(BPA)
• CCTV Analysis
• Chemistry
• Cold Case Review
• Crime Scene Review
• DNA
• Drugs
• Damage

• Identifying and examining items not previously submitted
for examination.

• Environmental Monitoring

• Reviewing statements produced by the prosecution and
presenting alternative propositions.

• Fingerprints

• Preparing accurate and concise reports clearly outlining our
findings/conclusions.

• Fire Investigation

• Attending and re-constructing crime scenes.

• Glass

• Presenting expert testimony in court.
We encourage our customers to have direct dialogue with our
experts, with ongoing liaison throughout the life of a case.

• Fibres
• Firearms
• Footwear
• Gunshot Residue (GSR)
also known as Firearms
Discharge Residue (FDR)
• Hairs
• Handwriting and Signature
Examination

Our Customers

• Image and Video Analysis

We support the criminal defence work of solicitors and
barristers, fully recognising the need to provide timely
results in line with court dates.

• Particulates

We also provide forensic services for civil prosecutors and
fraud investigation teams within commercial organisations
such as banks and insurance companies and within public
bodies such as Trading Standards and the NHS. We are
accustomed to working with internal investigation teams
and fully understand the requirement for discretion,
confidentiality and chain of custody.
Forensic science can be used in wide variety of scenarios
and we are skilled at matching an appropriate forensic
specialism to a customer’s requirement.

• Noxious Substances
(e.g. incapacitant sprays)
• Paint
• Questioned Documents
• Relationship Testing
• Toolmarks
• Toxicology
• Training and Consultancy

Get in Touch
For further information please contact
our Account Manager on 02476 323374
or email sales@keyforensic.co.uk
keyforensic.co.uk
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